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hydraulic lift systems



ecognized for their versatility and ability to
operate in high-volume, high-depth environ-
ments, Hydraulic Lift Systems provide
extraordinary flexibility in installation and
operation to meet a broad range of artificial lift
requirements. Both Jet and Piston Hydraulic Lift
systems are part of a comprehensive
portfolio of artificial lift systems and value-
added products designed for maximum reliability
and minimum lifting costs.

Hydraulic Lift Systems consist of a surface
power fluid system, prime mover, surface
pump, and either a downhole jet or reciprocating
piston-type pump. A major advantage to either
system is the ability to hydraulically circulate the
pumps to the surface for maintenance. This dra-
matically reduces well downtime and completely
eliminates pulling unit expenses associated with
retrieving a bottomhole pump.

Applications
• API 10 Gravity or Higher
• Sandy, Highly Corrosive Environments
• Deep, Crooked/Deviated Holes
•Operating Depth: Piston to 17,000 ft.; Jet to
15,000 ft.
• Good Offshore Applications

• Remote Locations

• Casing Size Restrictions

• Highly Corrosive Applications
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No moving parts

High volume capability

"Free" pump

Multiwell production from a single package

Low pump maintenance

"Free" or wireline retrievable

Positive displacement/strong draw down

Double-acting, high-volumetric efficiency

Good depth/volume capability (+15,000 ft.)

Multiwell production from a single package

Horsepower efficiency

Properly sizing a Jet Pump to a given set of well conditions requires many complex calculations.

Fluid densities and viscosities, the presence of gas, and other well conditions have an effect on

the pressures a jet pump encounters downhole. For maximum pump performance, these cal-

culations must be able to simulate anticipated downhole conditions and performance ranges

for every possible solution. 

The 4.1 Jet Pump Sizing Program does 

this and more. It is an interactive,

knowledge-based computer program specifi-

cally designed to calculate and analyze total

pump performance and optimization. This pro-

prietary software program handles everything

from determining nozzle and throat sizes to sim-

ulating actual performance charts or properly

sizing and designing your entire

hydraulic system.

Contact a Rotating Right representative today for a thorough evaluation of your
lift requirements. 1-780-485-2010 or solutions@rotatingright.com
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HYDRAULIC SURFACE UNITS
Hydraulic Lift Systems require surface equipment to
clean, condition, and pressurize power fluid to operate
downhole hydraulic pumps. The well-produced oil or
water is used as the power fluid. 

Rotating Right offers a complete line of power 
fluid surface units. These systems are oilfield skid
mounted, and specifically engineered to provide optimum
performance under the most rigorous conditions. Most
power fluid packages are comprised of a multiplex pump,
a prime mover, a reservoir vessel, and various controls. 
If power fluid cleaning is required, cyclonic cleaners are
included and all equipment is housed on an oilfield skid
unit.  A range of horsepower, commonly 30 to 300, is
computer selected to match the required lift conditions of
the well. Larger units, up to 625 horsepower, can be sup-
plied for large volume wells. 

Cleaning the power fluid is accomplished by the use of
cyclone separators properly sized to remove solids over
20 microns. The fluid is pressurized by a multiplex pump
to typical injection pressure of 2,000 to 4,000 psi. The
pump can be driven by electric motor, multi-cylinder diesel
or natural gas engine.

Return well fluid and exhaust power fluid is typically
brought to a vessel unit for conditioning to allow an
acceptable division of gas, oil, and water. Vessel design
pressure is dependent on flowline pressure to the pro-
cessing unit, typically in the ANSI 150 to 300 range. All
 vessels are built to the latest ABSA and ASME code and
carry the ASME code stamp. In addition, the vessels are all
internally coated for protection from corrosive well fluids.

SUBSURFACE HYDRAULIC PUMPS
We offer a complete line of jet pumps and
reciprocating piston pumps to address various condi-
tions and hydraulic lift applications. Both systems are
normally installed as "Free Pumps" which allows them to
be returned to the surface with fluid circulation.
Additionally, both pumps operate very successfully in
highly deviated wellbores.

Reciprocating Piston Pumps
Effective in lifting from great depths, these pumps have the
potential to operate to almost total well depletion and
employ a simple design and operating principle. The
engine is activated by power fluid controlled by the
engine valve. The engine piston is fitted with a rod that
connects to the pump piston. This positive displacement
configuration allows the pump to operate at low bot-
tomhole pressures.

Jet Pumps
With no moving parts, high-alloy construction and abra-
sion-resistant components, these pumps provide long
run times, even in sandy or highly corrosive well envi-
ronments. Jet pumps can be adapted to run in a wide
variety of bottomhole cavities and downhole tools. 

The actual working components of the jet pump are the
nozzle, throat, and diffuser. These components are
assembled in a variety of configurations and materials to
suit the production requirements and downhole environ-
ment.

Hydraulic Lift
Systems provide

extraordinary
flexibility in

installation and
operation to meet
a broad range of

artificial lift
requirements.

In the operation of hydraulic lift systems, crude oil or water is taken
from the storage tank or vessel cleaning unit and fed to the surface
pump. The power fluid, under pressure by the surface pump, is controlled
by valves at a control station and distributed to one or more wellheads.
The power fluid passes through the wellhead valve and is directed to the
downhole pump. In a piston pump installation, power fluid actuates the
engine, which in turn drives the pump. Power fluid then returns to the
surface with the produced oil and is piped to the storage tank or vessel
system. A jet pump, which has no moving parts, employs the Venturi prin-
ciple to use fluid under pressure to bring oil to the surface.

OPERATING CONCEPT


